TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
MINUTES
5 April 2012
(REF: COMMITTEES-13916)
st

A meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee was held at the EMRC Administration Office, 1 Floor, 226
Great Eastern Highway, BELMONT WA 6104 on Thursday, 5 April 2012. The meeting commenced at
4.00pm.
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1

DECLARATION OF OPENING AND ANNOUNCEMENT OF VISITORS

The Chairman opened the meeting at 4:00pm.
2

ATTENDANCE, APOLOGIES AND LEAVE OF ABSENCE PREVIOUSLY APPROVED

Committee Members
Mr Jim Coten (Chairman)

Mr Doug Pearson
Mr Kevin Davidson (from 4.05pm)
(Deputising for Mr Ric Lutey)

Mr Shane Purdy

Mr Peter Schneider

Executive Manager Operations
Director Technical Services
Manager Health & Ranger Services

City of Swan
City of Bayswater

Director Infrastructure Services
Chief Executive Officer

Shire of Mundaring

Director Technical Services
Director Development and Infrastructure Services

City of Belmont
Shire of Kalamunda

City of Belmont
EMRC

Apologies
Mr Ric Lutey
Mr Clayton Higham

EMRC Officers
Mr Brian Jones
Mr Hua Jer Liew
Mr Stephen Fitzpatrick
Ms Giulia Bono

Director Waste Services
Director Corporate Services
Manager Project Development
Administration Officer (Minutes)

Observer(s)
Matthew Fulford

3

Waste and Recycling Officer

DISCLOSURE OF INTERESTS

Nil

1

Shire of Mundaring

EMRC
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Technical Advisory Committee 5 April 2012 Ref: COMMITTEES-13916

4

ANNOUNCEMENT BY THE CHAIRMAN OR PERSON PRESIDING WITHOUT DISCUSSION

Nil
5

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETINGS

5.1

MINUTES OF TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 8 MARCH 2012

That the Minutes of the Technical Advisory Committee meeting held on 8 March 2012, which have been
distributed, be confirmed.
TAC RESOLUTION(S)
MOVED MR PEARSON

SECONDED MR PURDY

THAT THE MINUTES OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE MEETING HELD ON 8 MARCH 2012
WHICH HAVE BEEN DISTRIBUTED, BE CONFIRMED.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
6

PRESENTATIONS

Nil
7

ANNOUNCEMENT OF CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS FOR WHICH THE MEETING MAY BE CLOSED
TO THE PUBLIC

Nil
8

BUSINESS NOT DEALT WITH FROM A PREVIOUS MEETING

Nil

2
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REPORTS OF OFFICERS

9.1

REGIONAL FUNDING PROGRAM
REFERENCE: COMMITTEES-13938

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to seek member Council input into an application for funding under the Regional
Funding Program.
KEY ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATION(S)
•

The Regional Funding Program consisting of both a Fixed Funding Stream and a Competitive Bid
Funding Stream, announced by the Minister in May 2011, is to operate over a 5 year period.

•

Member Councils have all nominated to be part of the Eastern Metropolitan Regional Grouping.

•

The City of Stirling was invited to join with the member Councils to be part of the Regional Funding
Program Regional Group and accepted the invitation.

•

The State Waste Strategy was launched by the Minister on 6 March 2012.

•

Funding applications, for projects that align with the State Waste Strategy, are now being accepted.

Recommendation(s)
That:
1.

Member Councils be requested to support the application for funding to construct a building in which
waste audits be undertaken.

2.

Member Councils be requested to support the purchase of hook lift bins into which materials that
can be recycled can be collected.

3.

Member Councils be r equested to support the purchase of the equipment to process materials
collected for recycling.

4.

Member Councils be r equested to nominate other projects that they wish to have included in the
submission.

5.

The City of Stirling be requested to nominate other projects they wish to have included in the
submission.

SOURCE OF REPORT
Director Waste Services
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Item 9.1 continued
BACKGROUND
At the meeting held in 4 August 2011 Council received information regarding the Regional Funding Program
(RFP) and moved the following motions:
“THAT:
2.

MEMBER COUNCILS BE REQUESTED TO CONFIRM THE EMRC IS TO BE THE ENTITY
REPRESENTING THE MEMBER COUNCILS IN REGARDS TO THE REGIONAL FUNDING
PROGRAMME.

3.

THE CITY OF STIRLING BE INVITED TO JOIN WITH THE MEMBER COUNCILS IN THE
REGIONAL FUNDING PROGRAMME CONDITIONAL UPON WRITTEN AGREEMENT TO
UNDERTAKE A PROJECT OR PROJECTS THAT BENEFIT BOTH THE CITY OF STIRLING AND
THE EMRC.”
(Ref: Committees-12829)

Council was advised of the status of the RFP at the meeting held December 2011 (Committees-13340). It
was proposed that the funding being made available would be ut ilised to review the Strategic Waste
Management Plan (SWMP), adopted by Council at the December 2008 m eeting, for projects that will
mitigate the impact of the Carbon Price and for preliminary feasibility studies and/or business planning for
the Hazelmere Resource Recovery Park etc.
REPORT
Initial advice from the Department of Environment and C onservation (DEC) officers was that the Fixed
Funding Stream would be a n allocation of funds based on t he number of local governments within the
Regional Grouping and the population within the Regional Grouping. More recent advice is that Fixed
Funding Stream funds will only be available for projects that align with the State Waste Strategy.
The Waste Strategy was to be r eleased by the Waste Authority in November 2011 but the release was
delayed. The Strategy was launched on 6 March 2012 and funding applications for projects that align with
the Strategy’s objectives can now be submitted.
In order to finalise the EMRC application Member Councils and t he City of Stirling will be r equested to
nominate projects for the $388,000 funding available from the Regional Funding Program and, once costed,
the application will be submitted.
In the absence of nominations it is proposed to apply for funds to purchase additional hook lift bins for the
collection of low density wastes such as timber and plastics from member Council depots and t ransfer
stations. The bins would be c ollected using the EMRC’s hook lift truck and delivered to Hazelmere for
recycling. Any timber collected can be recycled using existing equipment but, the application will also request
funds for equipment to process the plastic materials so that the users of plastic recyclate will accept the
material.
It is also proposed to apply for funding to construct a waste audit facility at Hazelmere. With a s uitable
building waste audits can be undertaken “in house” using contract labour working under EMRC supervision.
Whilst in the past there have been regular audits of domestic waste and recycling MGB’s using buildings at
Red Hill and H azelmere those buildings are now being fully utilised and locating a facility in which to
undertake the audits has become increasingly problematic. Further, other than a less than accurate visual
audit of commercial waste delivered to the tip-face at Red Hill there is little information on the commercial
and industrial (C&I) waste being delivered to Red Hill. Since good information on the composition of the C&I
waste being delivered to Red Hill is needed to properly design and equip a C&I recycling facility within the
Hazelmere Resource Recovery Park, a building in which the waste audits can be undertaken is desirable.
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Item 9.1 continued
STRATEGIC/POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Key Result Area 1 – Environmental Sustainability
1.2

To improve regional waste management

1.3

To provide resource recovery and recycling solutions in partnership with member Councils

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
Nil
MEMBER COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Member Council

Implication Details

Town of Bassendean
City of Bayswater
City of Belmont
Shire of Kalamunda

Nil

Shire of Mundaring
City of Swan
ATTACHMENT(S)
1.
2.

Regional Funding Program - Funding Guidelines (Ref: Committes-13943)
Waste Authority - Western Australian Waste Strategy (Ref: Committees-13945)

VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
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Item 9.1 continued
RECOMMENDATION(S)
That:
1.

Member Councils be requested to support the application for funding to construct a building in which
waste audits be undertaken.

2.

Member Councils be requested to support the purchase of hook lift bins into which materials that can
be recycled can be collected.

3.

Member Councils be r equested to support the purchase of the equipment to process materials
collected for recycling.

4.

Member Councils be r equested to nominate other projects that they wish to have included in the
submission.

5.

The City of Stirling be r equested to nominate other projects they wish to have included in the
submission.

Discussion ensued
Mr Pearson queried whether the bins at the depots would be collected by the EMRC and if that was the case
whether it was likely that there would be a fee per collection. The Director Waste Services advised that the
programme will be developed on a f ee for service basis with disposal costs according to waste type. The
programme would cost less than if the waste was delivered to Red Hill as mixed waste for landfill and would
improve the effectiveness of waste disposal programs.
TAC RECOMMENDATION(S)
MOVED MR PEARSON

SECONDED MR PURDY

That:
1.

Member Councils be requested to support the application for funding to construct a building in which
waste audits be undertaken.

2.

Member Councils be requested to support the purchase of hook lift bins into which materials that can
be recycled can be collected.

3.

Member Councils be r equested to support the purchase of the equipment to process materials
collected for recycling.

4.

Member Councils be requested to nominate other projects that they wish to have included in the
submission.

5.

The City of Stirling be r equested to nominate other projects they wish to have included in the
submission.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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Regional Funding Program
for Local Government
Authorities 2011-2016

Funding Guidelines
January 2012
Funding Application Deadlines:
Regional Council Group
Registration Fixed Funding
Stream:

6 January 2012

Fixed Funding Stream
Applications:

1 July 2011 – 28 June 2013

Regional Council Group
Registration Competitive
Bid Funding Stream:

20 December 2013

Competitive Funding
Stream Applications:

10 January 2014 - 27 June 2014

Program Duration:

1 July 2011 – 30 June 2016

An initiative of the Waste Authority
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Acronyms
DEC
LGA
RIP
RIPAG
RCG
RFP
SWMP
WALGA
WARR Account

Department of Environment and Conservation
Local Government Authority
Regional Investment Plan
Regional Investment Plan Assessment Group
Regional Council Group
Regional Funding Program
Strategic Waste Management Plan
Western Australian Local Government Association
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account

Definitions
Waste Strategy priorities; for the purpose of this document Waste Strategy priorities
include the priorities, aims, objectives, targets and strategies outlined within the Western
Australian Waste Strategy (Waste Strategy).
Regional Council Group (RCG); two or more Local Government Authorities within
metropolitan or regional Western Australia working together to deliver regional waste
management priorities identified within the Western Australian Waste Strategy and
Strategic Waste Management Plans (SWMPs).

1
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1

Regional Funding Program Key Dates
1.1

Fixed Funding Stream

 1 July 2011 - Fixed funding stream opens. Local Government Authorities (LGA)
invited to register Regional Council Group (RCG) and submit Regional Investment
Plans (RIP).
 6 January 2012 – Closing date to register RCG structure for Fixed Funding Stream.
 28 June 2013 – Closing date for fixed funding stream Regional Investment Plan
(RIP) submissions.
 27 September 2013 – Final project approvals and funding allocation for fixed
funding stream projects.
 20 December 2013 – Fixed funding stream funds to be committed.
 31 March 2016 – Closing date for fixed funding stream grant expenditure and
project completion.

1.2

Competitive Bid Funding Stream

 1 September 2013 - LGAs invited to register RCG for inclusion in Competitive
Funding Stream.
 20 December 2013 - Closing date to register RCG structure for Competitive Bid
Funding Stream.
 10 January 2014 – Competitive bid funding stream opens, RCGs invited to submit
RIPs.
 27 June 2014 – Closing date for competitive bid funding stream RIP applications.
 26 September 2014 – Final approvals and funding allocation for competitive bid
funding stream RIP applications.
 26 June 2015 – Competitive bid funding stream funds to be committed.
 31 March 2016 – Closing date for competitive bid funding stream grant expenditure
and project completion.

1.3

Completion Stage

 1 July 2015 –Completion stage commences.
 31 March 2016 - All projects to be completed and funds expended.
 27 May 2016 – Final Project Evaluation Reports and Statements of Income and
Expenditure completed and forwarded to Regional Funding Program (RFP)
Coordinator. Strategic Waste Management Plan (SWMP) reviews and Statements
of Income and Expenditure completed where applicable and forwarded to RFP
Coordinator.

2
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2

Purpose of this Document

This guideline has been developed to assist Regional Council Groups (RCGs) to
apply for funding through the Regional Funding Program for Local Government
Authorities 2011-2016 (RFP) and provides information on:
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funding objectives and priorities;
funding program structure;
funding criteria;
funding applications and assessment;
funding agreements, payments and performance;
reporting requirements; and
funding acknowledgements.

Background

In May 2007, the Minister for Environment announced changes to funding
programs for local governments delivered through the Waste Management and
Recycling Fund (now Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account). The
Waste Authority established new funding provisions through the development of
the Zero Waste Plan Development Scheme (ZWPDS).
The announced changes were a fundamental shift in funding allocation, from a
simplistic program of financial rewards for materials recycling to a strategic
approach promoting improved performance in waste avoidance and minimisation,
resource recovery and reduction of waste to landfill.
The ZWPDS was delivered in two phases.
ZWPDS Phase 1
Phase one involved an on-line survey that collected baseline data on municipal
waste characteristics in local government areas. Participating local governments
received a summary of their survey responses and a report was prepared on the
aggregated results. The Zero Waste Plan Development Scheme Phase 1 Report
2006-07 is available on the Waste Authority website at www.zerowaste.wa.gov.au
ZWPDS Phase 2
Phase two involved the establishment of RCGs and the development of Strategic
Waste Management Plans (SWMPs). The Waste Authority made funding available
to assist RCGs with the preparation of SWMPs.
One hundred and twenty two (122) local governments elected to work in twenty
four (24) RCGs across the State. Twelve (12) local governments developed
individual SWMPs.

3
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Regional Funding Program Pilot
Following Department of Environment and Conservation (DEC) endorsement of
SWMPs, the Waste Authority recommended the establishment of a Pilot Regional
Funding Program (RFP Pilot 2008-2010). RCGs were eligible to apply for funding
to implement projects identified within SWMPs through the submission of a
Regional Investment Plan (RIP).
In May 2011, the Minister for Environment and Water approved a further RFP to
operate over a five year period. The new RFP incorporates changes to the
program duration, funding criteria and assessment guidelines.
The RFP utilises funds available from the Western Australian Government’s Waste
Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account (WARR Account) that is administered
under the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 (WARR Act).

4

Objectives

The objectives of the RFP are:


to encourage local governments to work together to provide regional waste
management solutions and increase efficiencies;



to facilitate improved local government waste management infrastructure
and services throughout the State, with measurable progress towards
meeting Waste Strategy targets; and



to facilitate continuous improvement in waste avoidance, resource recovery
and disposal for solid waste managed by local government in line with the
relevant targets within the Waste Strategy.

Funding applications should include projects that will contribute towards achieving
one or more of the Waste Strategy targets and should target continuous
improvement.

4
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Principles

The funding program will operate under the following principles:
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Funding is for groups of local governments working together to implement a
regional Strategic Waste Management Plan.



Funding is for projects that are developed cooperatively by all members of
the RCG and will provide or lead to a benefit for the entire region.



All RCG’s will have an opportunity to access funding under phase 1 of this
program. However, a greater proportion of the phase 2 funding will be
available to those groups that are able to efficiently and effectively utilise the
available funding within the given timeframes.



Funding is for regionally significant projects that have current endorsement
from all local governments within the group.



The program is not intended to cover the full cost of projects and
participating local governments must make a contribution towards the
implementation of funded projects (Section 6.3 Joint Investment).



Funding is for new initiatives, or those projects that value add to existing
activities which contribute towards meeting Waste Strategy targets.



The timing of funding applications and project delivery are flexible within the
key deadlines of the program. Funds are to be applied to projects in the
funding period and no time extensions will be granted.

Funding Program

6.1

Funding streams

Notional funding will be available to RCGs through two funding streams:



a fixed funding stream, phase 1; and
a competitive bid funding stream, phase 2.

6.1.1 Fixed funding stream
Funding under the fixed funding stream is calculated on:




a base funding component;
a calculated funding component; and
a loading for Major Regional Centres.

5
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6.1.1.1 Base funding
This funding component provides a base allocation of funding for metropolitan and
non-metropolitan RCGs, ensuring that a minimum funding amount is available to
all RCGs to progress strategies to further develop the concept of regional waste
management.
Although each RCG receives a nominal allocation under the fixed funding stream,
RCGs will need to apply for funding and have projects approved to receive the
grant.
6.1.1.2 Calculated funding
This funding component is available to RCGs based on the number of LGAs within
the RCG and the population of the RCG.
The funding available for each RCG has been calculated based on 2010 Australian
Bureau of Statistics population figures and acknowledges that the volume of waste
generated and the waste services and infrastructure required to manage waste are
directly linked to a region’s population.
In addition, this funding component acknowledges that RCGs with a large LGA
membership have more local communities to service and greater distances to
travel between local and regional infrastructure. Therefore, the funding available in
Phase 1 of the program to each RCG is made up of an amount for each LGA
member within their group and a funding amount based on the population of the
region.
6.1.1.3 Major Regional Centre Funding
An additional funding component is available to non-metropolitan RCGs where:



at least one LGA member is identified as a major regional centre in the
Waste Strategy; and
the identified LGA agrees to be characterised as a major regional centre for
the purpose of delivering on targets outlined in the Waste Strategy.

This additional funding is to facilitate development of major regional infrastructure
and contribute towards achieving Waste Strategy targets and objectives, in the
major regional centre. Only one additional funding component will be available in
respect of each major regional centre.
6.1.2 Competitive funding
Funds not utilised under the fixed funding stream will be rolled into a competitive
funding pool. Any RCG that has fully expended or committed its funding allocation
under the fixed stream by 20 December 2013, can apply for funds under the
competitive stream.
Applications for the competitive funding stream will be open to RCGs during the
second stage of the funding program, from 10 January 2014 until 27 June 2014, or
until the funding stream has been allocated.
6
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6.1.3 SWMP review funding
Funding will be available to RCGs who wish to review and update SWMPs.
RCGs are encouraged to review SWMPs where new regional priorities have been
identified, priority projects implemented or the composition of the RCG has
changed.
RCGs can access this funding by submitting a written application outlining the
reasons for the SWMP review and method. DEC then evaluates the reviewed
SWMP for endorsement.

6.2

Duration

The RFP will operate over a five year period. There are key deadlines within the
five year period that must be met to secure funding (Section 1).
No funding will be allocated under the RFP after 26 September 2014. All projects
are required to be fully implemented and funds expended by 31 March 2016. Final
reports and acquittals are to be completed and forwarded to the RFP Coordinator
by 27 May 2016.
At the conclusion of the fixed funding period (20 December 2013), funds that have
not been committed or expended by RCGs will be rolled over into the competitive
bid funding pool and can be accessed by RCGs through the submission of a
competitive bid funding application.
No commitment has been made to continue the RFP beyond the 2015/16 financial
year.

6.3

Joint investment

The RFP is not intended to cover the cost of all waste management priorities
identified by RCGs in SWMPs. The RFP represents a significant investment from
the WARR Account over five years to improve waste management in Western
Australia in line with SWMPs and Waste Strategy priorities.
To be eligible for funding under the fixed funding stream, RCGs must contribute an
amount, either in cash, in kind, or a combination of both, of at least 20% of the total
cost of the project.
To be eligible for funding under the competitive bid funding stream, RCGs must
contribute an amount, in cash, of at least 20% of the total cost of each project.

7
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7

Funding Criteria

For proposals to be eligible for funding, the following criteria must be met.
7.1

Eligible groups

To be eligible for funding LGAs must belong to a RCG.


LGAs will be required to form RCGs and formally advise the RFP
Coordinator in writing or by email of the local government authorities
comprising the group by 6 January 2012.
RCGs will be formally advised of notional funding available for regional
projects.

In addition:




Funding allocation and payment is dependent upon all participating local
government authorities within the RCG having completed and submitted the
current or most recent annual census of local government waste and
recycling services.
It is required that a SWMP has been lodged with, and endorsed by DEC.

The corporate structure of RCGs can include an established regional council; an
incorporated entity; a lead local government authority (a local government authority
nominated by its members to manage investments on behalf of the group); or a
group comprising individual local government authorities.
Each LGA can only be represented in one RCG. This ensures that all LGAs are
eligible to receive an equal benefit from the RFP.
RCGs should ensure that there is a clear understanding by all group
members of the roles and responsibilities of the RCG and its members for
the purpose of the current RFP.
7.2

Eligible projects

Funding is available for projects that have been identified as a regional priority
within existing SWMPs or as a new priority identified and endorsed in the SWMP
review process.
7.2.1 Project Investment Criteria for both Fixed and Competitive Funding
Streams
Projects that address the following criteria will be given funding preference.
Project proposals should:





make a measurable contribution towards meeting Waste Strategy targets;
clearly identify the contribution that the proposed project will make towards
improvement in waste avoidance, resource recovery or disposal;
be a new initiative or value add to an existing activity;
provide or lead to a benefit to the whole region;
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achieve continuous improvement in waste avoidance, resource recovery or
disposal;
meet or make a significant advance towards meeting current industry best
practice in waste management services and infrastructure;
clearly outline project deployment and management;
clearly define project objectives, deliverables, key milestones and anticipate
outcomes;
demonstrate that the necessary materials, technology and services are
available to complete the project on time and within budget;
demonstrate that the necessary time, skills and expertise are available to
complete the project on time and within budget;
where applicable, demonstrate that end markets have been or can be
established;
clearly outline how the project will be funded;
clearly outline the environmental, social and economic impacts (both
positive and negative); and
clearly outline how the benefits of the project will be communicated to
relevant stakeholders.

Some examples of the types of activities that may be eligible for funding include:
 waste data collection, including waste audits (but not including DEC annual
census of local government waste and recycling services);
 research / feasibility studies (including legal and consultant fees);
 waste management (avoidance, resource recovery and disposal) trials;
 staff resources for implementation of RIP projects;
 infrastructure upgrades;
 strategic major infrastructure (not including purchase of land) ;
 community awareness / behaviour change programs;
 upgrade of an existing landfill that currently meets regulatory requirements,
to meet industry best practice;






establishment of a new landfill (not including purchase of land);
upgrade of a transfer station that currently meets regulatory requirements,
to meet industry best practice;
establishment of a new transfer station (not including purchase of land);
establishment of a materials recovery facility or reprocessing facility (not
including purchase of land); and
purchase and implementation of processing equipment.

9
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7.2.2 Ineligible Activities
Funding is not available for:















regulatory requirements or core business;
subsidy of gate fees;
subsidising the employment of existing staff;
data collection covered under separate funding arrangements;
maintenance of facilities and infrastructure;
purchase of land;
ongoing operational costs;
general research;
general awareness campaigns;
existing waste management services and infrastructure operation;
upgrade of landfills and transfer stations to meet regulatory requirements;
remediation of landfills and transfer stations;
closure of landfills and transfer stations;
projects that are eligible for funding or are fully funded under other funding
programs.

Note: Where funding under another funding program is refused or where funding
of a project will be shared between the RFP and another funding program, RCGs
should submit proof of other funding arrangements with their application for RFP
funding. Where the project is to be funded under the fixed funding stream a 20% in
kind or cash contribution would still required by the RCG. If the project is to be
funded under the competitive funding stream, a cash contribution of 20% of the
cost of the project would still be required from the RCG.

10
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8

Funding Application

8.1

Regional Investment Plans

Funding can only be accessed through the submission of a Regional Investment
Plan (RIP).
RCGs can submit one RIP to access their full fixed funding allocation, or may
submit several RIPs. In addition, RCGs can submit one or more RIPs under the
competitive funding stream.
RIPs must include projects identified within SWMPs and projects must
demonstrate that they meet all relevant funding criteria.
A RIP template must be used to apply for funding. Additional information in
support of proposed projects can be provided as an attachment to the RIP
template.
To assist RCGs to ensure that their projects meet funding criteria a Project
Checklist is annexed to the RIP template.
8.1.1 RCG Endorsement of RIP
RIPs are required to be endorsed by all RCG members to ensure that all member
LGAs have had an appropriate level of input into the process of determining
regional priorities, proposed activities and expected outcomes.
RIPS submitted by RCGs that fall under the governance of a formal regional
council or an incorporated group may be signed by the Chief Executive Officer
(CEO), subject to provision of evidence of delegation of decision making powers to
the regional council or incorporated entity for the current RFP. If this is not
available, RIPs must be signed by all member LGA CEOs.
For those RCGs without a formal governance arrangement, RIPs must be signed
by all member LGA CEOs.
8.1.2 Submission of RIPs
Completed RIPs must be submitted to DEC as follows:



one electronic copy in Microsoft Word Format; and
one signed hardcopy.

As part of assessment of project budgets and timelines, consideration will be given
to the time available to deliver projects. Plans submitted early will be better placed
to secure the full amount of funding available.
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9

Assessment of Regional Investment Plans

9.1

Initial assessment

The RFP Coordinator will conduct a preliminary assessment to determine whether
projects meet the relevant RFP funding criteria and will prepare a preliminary
assessment report. RCGs should allow at least two weeks for the preliminary
assessment.
If RIPs do not meet the required criteria or are not completed correctly or
adequately, the RFP Coordinator will contact the RCG to discuss the identified
issues. In these circumstances RCGs will be given the opportunity to amend their
RIP.
9.2

Regional Investment Plan Assessment Group

The Regional Investment Plan Assessment Group (RIPAG) is responsible for
recommending approval of RIPs and comprises representatives from:





DEC;
Waste Authority member; or their nominated delegate;
Western Australia Local Government Association (WALGA); and
Local Government (Regional and Metropolitan).

A copy of the RIP and a preliminary assessment report (prepared by the DEC RFP
Coordinator) will be provided to RIPAG members who will determine whether
projects meet the funding criteria.
If the RIPAG determines that a RIP does not meet funding criteria, the RFP
Coordinator will discuss relevant issues with the RCG and where necessary, seek
that an amended RIP be re-submitted.
Recommendations to approve or not approve projects require consensus within
the RIPAG. Where consensus cannot be reached, and after further consultation
with the RCG, consensus is still not reached, the relevant RIP will be submitted to
the Waste Authority for determination.

10 Funding agreements, payments and performance
Once RIPs or SWMP review applications are approved, funding agreements will be
prepared by DEC. RCGs will be notified in writing and provided with copies of the
funding agreement for authorisation.
The funding agreement is the contract between the RCG and the Waste Authority
on behalf of the state, and outlines the terms and conditions of the funding grant.
The approved RIP or SWMP review application forms part of the funding
agreement.

12
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10.1

Funding payments

Funding will be distributed in accordance with the approved RIP; applicable
funding stream (Fixed, Competitive and SWMP Review); milestone payment
schedule or SWMP review funding application, and will be paid to the RCG,
incorporated entity or nominated lead LGA.
Milestones will be developed by RCGs and should be included in the RIP.
Milestone payments should be commensurate with the significance of the
milestone activity.

10.1.1 Initial RIP Payment





An initial RIP payment of 20% of project funding will be made to RCGs
when:
projects are approved;
a signed funding agreement has been received by DEC; and
a tax invoice is submitted to the RFP Coordinator.

10.1.2 Subsequent RIP Payments






Subsequent RIP payments will be made on:
completion of agreed milestones in accordance with the project payment
schedule;
submission of a milestone achievement report;
evidence of expenditure (including copies of invoices and detail of
recipient matching contributions);
submission of a tax invoice to the RFP Coordinator; and
approval by DEC.

The second milestone report must also take into account expenditure of
preliminary payment.
10.1.3 Final RIP Payment








A final RIP payment of a minimum of 10% of the RIP funding will be
made upon:
completion of project;
submission of a Final Project Evaluation Report;
evidence of expenditure (including copies of invoices and detail of
recipient matching contributions) for final payment.
submission of a Statement of Income and Expenditure;
endorsement by DEC; and
submission of a tax invoice to the RFP Coordinator.
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10.1.4

SWMP Review Payments






An initial payment of 50% of the total SWMP review funding will be
provided when:
the RCG submits a written application stating method and timeframe of
review;
application is approved;
a signed funding agreement has been received by DEC; and
a tax invoice is submitted to the RFP Coordinator.

The balance of the funding will be made on:
 evidence of expenditure relating to the review (including copies of
invoices and detail of recipient contributions) ;
 a copy of the reviewed plan being provided to the RFP Coordinator and
endorsed by DEC; and
 submission of a tax invoice to the RFP Coordinator.
No additional funding will be available to RCGs who have accessed their full
funding allocation or where projects exceed projected expenditure.
If not expended, funds must be committed by the specified dates for the fixed
funding stream (20 December 2013) and competitive funding stream (26 June
2015). Where requested, evidence of committed funding should be made available
to the RFP Coordinator.
All projects funded through the RFP must be fully implemented, funds expended
and final reports submitted by 31 March 2016.
Funds not expended or committed by specified dates (Section 1) are
required to be returned to the WARR Account.

10.2

Milestone development and achievement reporting

When project milestones have been achieved, RCGs should submit a Milestone
Achievement Report which is contained as part of the RIP template. Milestone
Achievement Reports must be accompanied by a progress report (including copies
of invoices and detail of recipient matching contributions) and evidence that the
milestone has been achieved.
RCGs should submit a tax invoice to DEC once milestones have been achieved.
DEC will assess whether the relevant milestone has been met and will approve the
invoice for payment. If milestones have not been met, the RCG may be required to
complete a Variation Request Form (Section 10.4).
Funding payments will not be made until the relevant milestone has been
achieved. No part payments will be made for partly achieved milestones, unless it
can be demonstrated that pre-payment of funding is necessary to achieve project
milestones, for example, a deposit is required for purchase of plant and equipment.

14
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10.3

Performance monitoring

DEC will undertake regular monitoring of project implementation. This may include
site visits, requests for verbal and written information and formal progress reports
from RCGs.
Regular monitoring of project progress will identify projects that may be
experiencing delays in meeting project milestones. If milestones are unlikely to be
achieved within agreed timeframes RCGs may be required to submit a project
variation.

10.4

Project / Milestone Variation

In some cases minor project variations may be required due to unforeseen
circumstances, including changes to agreed milestones and/or achievement dates
or minor changes in activities. When these changes occur RCGs must submit a
Variation Request Form to the RFP Coordinator for approval.
If a major change to the project is required, RCGs must submit a Variation Request
Form. Review of major changes is required by RIPAG.
A major variation is where the majority or all components of a project are not
expected to be completed by milestone deadlines, where there is a shift in the
focus of the project or where there is some other significant change in the project
or its outcomes.
10.5

Changes to Structure of Regional Council Group

Where changes occur to the structure or composition of the RCG during the course
of the Project, depending on the relevance of the change to the RIP, DEC may
seek amendment to the RIP that may include the refund of monies or a reduction
in the funding allocated where appropriate.

11 Reporting Requirements
11.1

Final Project Report

A Final Project Evaluation Report (FPER) must be submitted for each approved
project.
The FPER should detail:










achievement of project objectives including Waste Strategy priorities;
the contribution of the project to continuous improvement in waste
avoidance, resource recovery or disposal;
the achievement of project milestones;
relevant statistics;
reconciliation of funds granted against funds expended;
purchased assets;
income and expenditure and verification;
project performance measured against expected outcomes; and
details of community and other participation.
15
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RCGs must complete and submit a FPER using the FPER template. Additional
information should be included as an attachment to the report.
All final reports must be submitted to DEC within three months of project
completion or by 31 May 2016, whichever is earlier. The final project payment of a
minimum of 10% will be made when the FPER is approved and authorised by
DEC.
11.1.1 Verification of Expenditure
RCGs must provide evidence of project expenditure to DEC. The RFP Coordinator
will assess milestone and final reports to ensure that sufficient evidence of
expenditure is provided and that reports have been authorised by the nominated
lead LGA CEO or, where required, all RCG CEOs. If there is insufficient evidence
of expenditure, DEC may request that RCGs provide an audited financial
statement.
Ongoing and future funding for RCGs will depend on their capacity to achieve
project outcomes, including expenditure requirements as agreed in their contract.
Therefore, providing evidence of expenditure is important to ensure funds have
been expended appropriately and also to strengthen future applications for
funding.

12 Funding Acknowledgement Guidelines
Organisations and individuals that receive funding through the RFP are required to
acknowledge WARR Account support in all media statements, articles and printed
materials associated with the funded activity including advertisements, annual
reports, newsletters, brochures, banners, posters and multimedia materials.
When regional groups sign their Funding Agreement and RIP, they are agreeing to
acknowledge the Waste Authority through the WARR Account when referring to
the funded project.
All Regional Funding Plan agreements are bound by the requirements of the
"Acknowledgement Guidelines". The most current version and contact details are
available at the Authority's website.
http://www.zerowaste.wa.gov.au/resources/acknowledgement-guidelines/
The following additional considerations apply to RFP projects:
 Where items of capital equipment have been fully or partly purchased
by the funds, a suitable sign or label capable of lasting the useful life
of the item, must be affixed to the equipment and contain the
acknowledgement.
 Where new publicly accessible infrastructure is developed using
WARR Account funds (e.g. transfer station), public acknowledgement
of funding support is required in a suitable location at the facility with
approved signage acknowledging WARR Account support
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13 Associated Documents


Regional Investment Plan Template



Final Project Evaluation Report Template



Variation Request Form



Funding Agreement

14 Contact Details
Regional Funding Program Co-ordinator - Brendan Mohr
Department of Environment and Conservation
Waste Management Branch
7 th Floor The Atrium
168 St Georges Terrace
Perth WA 6000
Phone / Fax
Tel: +61-8-6467 5297
Fax: +61-8-6467 5562
Postal address
Locked Bag 104
Bentley Delivery Centre WA 6983
Email
rfp@dec.wa.gov.au
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The significant reforms required to respond to the challenges for
waste management will be implemented over the life of the Strategy
and adapted as required. I encourage your continued participation in
creating the right environment for action on reducing waste to landfill,
and increasing resource recovery and waste avoidance.

Ongoing engagement will be critical to changing the way we think
about waste. Through the Waste Strategy’s development, the Waste
Authority has provided the foundation for long-term engagement with all
stakeholders to change our waste behaviours.

Moving to a low waste society will require a cooperative effort across
all levels of government, industry, community groups, households and
individuals. Waste managers and waste creators will need to adopt new
technologies and behaviours to reflect best practice for reducing waste.

Creating the Right Environment sets the long-term strategic directions
and priorities for the State with a focus on the next decade. Detail on the
delivery of these priorities will be included in the Waste Authority’s annual
business plan.

The Waste Authority received substantial feedback to earlier drafts of the
Strategy; demonstrating the complexity of the task, the level of interest
and depth of concern to get it right.

I am therefore particularly pleased to present Creating the Right
Environment, the State’s Waste Strategy. The development of such an
important document has been a lengthy process and represents the
culmination of extensive planning and consultation across the Western
Australian community.

There is no question that improving the State’s “waste” performance is
central to achieving this obligation.

One of the most critical obligations for our society is to bequeath a clean,
healthy environment to future generations.

Minister’s Foreword

Hon Bill Marmion MLA
MINISTER FOR ENVIRONMENT
March 2012
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The diversion of construction and demolition waste will also be a
particular focus for coming years. Its recovery rate Statewide for 2009/10

In 2009/10 across Western Australia the municipal waste recovery rate
was just 30%. The Strategy aims to achieve a 50% municipal recovery
rate by 2015 in the metropolitan region and 30% in non-metropolitan
regions. By 2020, these rates will increase to 65% and 50% respectively.

It is pleasing to see that recovery rates in Western Australia have increased
steadily over recent years, however, Western Australia’s performance is
still well behind other mainland States.

It has a strong focus on moving Western Australia towards best practice
in waste management. The rate at which this is achieved will be strongly
influenced by the changes in overall landfill costs, as they provide
significant support to the increased diversion of waste from landfill.

The Strategy is not intended to provide a fully prescriptive answer to all
aspects of waste management in the State (with the details provided in
each year’s Business Plan).

I am confident this final Strategy strikes an appropriate balance with
targets set at levels which will make a major contribution to waste
reduction in the State whilst being achievable.

Not surprisingly, different people and organisations have different
aspirations for this document. I thank all those who contributed to earlier
drafts.

The Strategy is an incredibly important document; arguably impacting on
all Western Australians.

The Waste Authority’s primary responsibility is to deliver a Waste Strategy
to guide the State towards action which encourages waste avoidance and
maximises the recovery of materials that might otherwise be destined for
landfill.

Introduction by Chairman

Peter Fitzpatrick, AM JP
Chairman, Waste Authority
March 2012

I look forward to sharing this critically important journey with you.

The Strategy acknowledges the important roles community, industry,
government and others will play in working together to make progress
against the outcomes outlined in this Strategy.

The commercial and industrial sector achieved a recovery rate of 46% in
2009/10 and this Strategy will push the sector to 55% recovery by 2015
and 70% by 2020.

was 29%. This Strategy sets targets to increase this rate to 60% by 2015
and 75% by 2020.
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The Waste Authority is required to develop an annual Business Plan for
consideration by the Minister for Environment. That public document will
provide more details on the implementation of the strategies in this
document by detailing specific programs and initiatives.

The Waste Authority has prepared Creating the Right Environment,
Western Australia’s Waste Strategy, in accordance with Division 1, Part 4
of the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007. Previous drafts
of a Strategy were widely consulted on and the Waste Authority has
taken into account those issues raised in workshops and through
submissions in preparing this new version.

It also works with these organisations to ensure that the community
understands the considerable benefits derived by the State from avoiding
the generation of waste and recovering resources from the waste that has
been produced.

In this leadership role it advocates a team effort to encourage open and
frank dialogue with local government, regional councils, peak bodies, the
waste management sector and the general public to derive economic and
environmental benefits from sound resource recovery practices.

It does this by working closely with the community, government and
industry, seeking understanding of their operating contexts and issues and
providing information, advice and clear policies for reducing the amount
of waste delivered to landfill.

Its primary roles include providing strategic and policy advice to the
Government of Western Australia, implementing policies, plans and
programs consistent with this Strategy, and applying funding from the
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account to strategic initiatives.

The Waste Authority is a Western Australian State Government statutory
body established under the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act
2007.

The Waste Authority

3
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access to data and information to underpin the measurement of
strategies and services

significant opportunities to improve performance on construction

•
		

•

Western Australian Waste Strategy - March 2012

the need to lift the effectiveness of planning for long-term waste
management at a State level

•
		

The key drivers that have shaped the strategies and targets in Creating the
Right Environment include:

The amount of waste being recovered in Western Australia has been
increasing steadily for a number of years, and there is evidence that
increases in the landfill levy have accelerated this trend. However, the
State’s performance when benchmarked against other mainland states is
still poor and requires a significant boost if comparable outcomes are to
be achieved by 2015.

The Strategy builds on existing programs and initiatives such as the
Regional Funding Program, Household Hazardous Waste Program, Data
Program, Waste Awards, and grants programs as well as strategic
partnerships, to refocus the efforts of all those involved in managing
Western Australia’s waste.

The Strategy employs best practice and continuous improvement, along
with target setting, as primary approaches to drive this change. The
Strategy’s success will be measured against its effectiveness in reducing
the amount of waste generated, increasing the proportion of material
recovered from the waste stream and reducing the proportion of waste
destined for landfill.

Creating the Right Environment, the Waste Authority’s inaugural Waste
Strategy, developed under the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery
Act 2007, aims to engage the Western Australian community over the
next decade in moving to a low-waste society by providing the required
knowledge, infrastructure and incentives to change behaviour.

Executive Summary

consolidation and improvement in municipal waste collection and
processing performance
a desire to do better on packaging waste management, litter
recovery and other problematic wastes

•
		
•
		

Strategy objective 5 - Communicate messages for behaviour change
and promote its adoption, and acknowledge the success of
individuals and organisations that act in accordance with the aims
and principles in the Strategy and assist in its implementation.

Strategy objective 4 - Use existing economic instruments to support
the financial viability of actions that divert waste from landfill and
recover it as a resource.

Strategy objective 3 - Develop best practice guidelines, measures
and reporting frameworks and promote their adoption.

Strategy objective 2 - Enhance regulatory services to ensure
consistent performance is achieved at landfills, transfer stations and
processing facilities.

Strategy objective 1 – Initiate and maintain long-term planning
for waste and recycling processing, and enable access to suitably
located land with buffers sufficient to cater for the State’s waste
management needs.

Creating the Right Environment has five strategic objectives within which
strategies relating to knowledge, infrastructure and incentives have been
developed to support a coordinated approach to changing the behaviours
of individuals, groups and organisations:

• improved landfill practices and incentives to reduce waste to
		 landfill.

and demolition, and commercial and industrial waste recovery
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The implementation of the Strategy will be supported by funding from
the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account, and initiatives
and actions funded under the Strategy will be contained in the Waste
Authority’s annual Business Plan 2012/13 which will be available publicly
following the release of the Strategy. The Strategy sets the primary roles
and responsibilities that key groups need to play in order to allow
coordinated actions consistent with the Strategy to be implemented. The
Waste Authority recognises that the achievement of the targets in this
Strategy relies on a collective commitment and effort by many individuals
and organisations.

Targets in the Strategy are based on ambitious but achievable
improvements in current recovery rates. The targets are expressed as the
proportion of waste recovered compared to that generated. Recovery
targets for municipal solid waste in the Perth Metropolitan Region are
50% by 2015 (up from 36% in 2009/10) and 65% by 2020 and in major
regional centres 30% by 2015 (up from 15% in 2009/10) and 50% by
2020. Statewide targets for the commercial and industrial sector are 55%
by 2015 (up from 46% in 2009/10) and 70% by 2020. Construction and
demolition waste Statewide targets are 60% by 2015 (up from 29%) and
75% by 2020.

5
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In 2009-10 Statewide, a total of almost 5.4 million tonnes of waste was
sent to landfill, comprising about 3,135,000 tonnes of construction and
demolition waste, about 1,289,000 tonnes of municipal solid waste and
about 967,000 tonnes of commercial and industrial waste.

National waste data for the year 2008-09 shows that Western Australia
had the highest rate of waste generation in the country at approximately
2.6 tonnes per capita. In the following year a report prepared for the
Waste Authority Recycling Activity in Western Australia 2009-10 (Hyder
Consulting) estimated waste generation in Western Australia at just over
3.5 tonnes per capita.

However, Western Australia’s performance is still a long way behind other
mainland States. Western Australia’s population and economy are
growing at a rapidly increasing rate, which will place even greater
pressure on existing systems to keep pace with progress in other
jurisdictions.

Over the past decade, Western Australia has been consistently improving
its waste management performance. Between 2004-05 and 2009-10, the
amount reprocessed almost tripled from around 970,000 tonnes in
2004-05 to about 2,650,000 tonnes in 2009-10. Construction and
demolition material reprocessing alone increased from about 720,000
tonnes in 2008-09 to over 1,210,000 tonnes in 2009-10.

NT
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Qld

Vic

NSW

Waste generation (kg per capita)

Figure 1: Comparison of waste generation rates across Australian
jurisdictions in 2008-09 (Waste and Recycling in Australia 2011,
Department of Sustainability, Environment, Water, Population and
Communities [SEWPAC])
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In 2008-09 on a material by material basis, WA performed slightly above
the national per capita average for organics recovery (mainly vegetation
and food waste). In all other areas Western Australia trailed the national
per capita average.

Figure 2: Comparison of recovery rates across Australian
jurisdictions in 2008-09 (Waste and Recycling in Australia 2011,
SEWPAC)

National

In 2008-09 Western Australia also had the lowest rate for recovery and
diversion from landfill of any mainland State, with only 32% of material
being recovered, and the remaining 68% sent to landfill.
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This snapshot of Western Australia’s performance against other mainland
States indicates that significant steps are needed to close the gap. The
fast pace of Western Australia’s economic and population growth is
going to add to this challenge. It is important to be mindful that other
mainland States will continue to improve their performance and so our
targets need to be set above the existing benchmarks.

Figure 3: Recovery per capita – WA versus national averages in
2008-09 (Waste and Recycling in Australia 2011, SEWPAC)
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• Intergenerational equity – ensuring that the health, diversity and
		 productivity of the environment is maintained or enhanced for the
		 benefit of future generations

The following principles are referenced in the Waste Avoidance and
Resource Recovery Act 2007 and underpin the development of Creating
the Right Environment:

Principles

The Strategy’s focus will be solid waste materials, including some
hazardous wastes, discarded from households, government entities and
businesses. It does not address the management of nuclear waste,
mining spoil, agricultural wastes or industrial wastes (where these are
managed onsite under licence). While the strategy looks forward over
a 10-year period, it has targets which provide an imperative for action
by the middle of this decade, by which time the Strategy will have been
reviewed and revised.

• increase the proportion of resources recovered from wastes that
		 can’t be avoided
• reduce the proportion of waste disposed to landfill.

• reduce the generation of waste

The aim of this behaviour change will be to:

Creating the Right Environment begins a decade of engagement with the
Western Australian community to shift to a low-waste society by
providing the required knowledge, infrastructure and incentives to change
behaviour.

The primary goal of sustainable waste management strategies is to reduce
the environmental impact of waste and maximise conservation of natural
resources through reduced overall material use and increased materials
and energy recovery.

Vision

• Continuous improvement.

• Benchmarking and demonstrated best practice

• Government leading by example

• Open competition and fostering innovation

• Open dialogue with community, industry, government and others;

The Authority also had regard to the following principles in
developing this Strategy:

• User pays and polluter pays – where those who generate waste
		 bear the full lifecycle cost of managing their waste.

• Considering management options against the waste hierarchy of
		 avoidance, recovery (including reuse, reprocessing, recycling and
		 energy recovery) and disposal

• Promoting the most efficient use of resources, including resource
		recovery

• Waste minimisation and waste avoidance – in which all
		 reasonable and practicable steps should be taken to minimise the
		 generation of waste and its discharge to landfill and the
		environment

Vision, Scope and Key Approach
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Increased knowledge and understanding of why and how to
implement change is critical to improving performance. Knowledge plays
a significant role in getting people and organisations started on behaviour
change; however it is only a start. Knowledge must be backed up with
the incentives and practical support people and organisations need to act
on their decision to change behaviours.

To bring about significant reduction in the amount of waste generated
in Western Australia and an increase in the proportion we recover as a
resource will require coordinated and complementary approaches based
around enhanced knowledge, the availability of waste management
infrastructure and the introduction of a range of incentives to
encourage good practice. There may be cases where one of these
approaches alone is sufficient to drive change but in most circumstances
strategies that come from all three directions will be most likely to provide
the right environment for behaviour change.

While knowledge and infrastructure can remove barriers to change,
incentives provide the driving force for change. Incentives for action can
be positive, such as funding, or negative, such as penalties and
compliance actions.

Incentives

Infrastructure includes the physical facilities (including land, buffers and
transport networks) used to process waste as well as the “soft”
infrastructure such as the structures of government and regulation
applying to the conduct of the various players involved in waste
management.

The availability of the right waste management infrastructure at the right
time plays a critical role in enabling people and organisations to engage
with waste management systems to improve their effectiveness and
efficiency.

Infrastructure

Knowledge

Key Approach

9
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Producers or importers of products have a role to play by participating in
product stewardship approaches and extended producer responsibility
schemes as they are developed.
Waste Industry

Local government’s primary roles are to represent the general interests of
their communities and to manage the delivery of municipal waste services
in their districts either individually or in groups.

As the level of government closest to the community, local governments
will play an increasingly important role in providing information,
infrastructure and incentives to encourage behaviour change in their
communities.

Western Australian Waste Strategy - March 2012

The State Government’s primary roles in waste management include
providing regulatory services to the industry through the Environmental
Protection Act 1986, the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act
2007 and the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy Act 2007;
provision of a range of government agency services; providing economic
incentives to adopt behaviours that contribute towards the targets in this
Strategy; and participate in the delivery of the National Waste Policy and
the work of the Standing Council on Environment and Water.

State Government

Producers

Local Government and Regional Local Government

The waste industry plays a pivotal role in providing a range of collection,
sorting, processing (reuse or safe disposal) and information services on a
competitive basis to local and State Government, private organisations
and individuals.

In discharging its responsibilities the Australian Government is required to
balance national waste imperatives with ensuring that jurisdictions such
as Western Australia are provided with appropriate access to overseas
markets if it is not viable to send product to local or interstate markets.

The Australian Government’s primary responsibility is to ensure
compliance with international conventions to which Australia is a
signatory, to implement the National Waste Policy and to implement the
Product Stewardship Act 2011 which provides for national product
stewardship schemes.

Australian Government

The Western Australian community’s primary roles include participating in
programs and actions designed to change behaviours to fulfil the
objectives of this Strategy and ultimately, in paying for improved waste
management practices.

Community

The Waste Authority recognises the importance of effective
partnerships between the community, local government including regional
local governments, State Government and industry. The Waste Authority
will encourage the following groups to fulfil the primary roles identified
below to give effect to the Strategy.

Roles and responsibilities
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Planning challenges
It is critical to ensure that there are appropriate waste and recyclables
processing facilities available across Western Australia. With Western
Australia’s predicted continued economic growth and population
increases, it is important that planning and development of waste and
recycling processing facilities in the metropolitan region and other regions
is undertaken early and is considered as critical infrastructure like other
important infrastructure such as water, sewerage and power.

The Waste Authority recognises the importance of research and data for
measuring the value of strategies and actions designed to deliver on the
targets in this Strategy. Accessing consistent and comparable data in a
timely fashion is not a problem unique to Western Australia. The National
Waste Policy acknowledges that this is a priority for all States and
Territories and will be an ongoing challenge into the future. The Waste
Authority has identified the need to invest in the expansion of data
collection and dissemination, in particular to assist in achieving the
Strategy’s targets and identifying best practice systems and outcomes.

This inaugural Strategy will not address all aspects of waste management,
waste avoidance and resource recovery. Rather it will focus on providing
the necessary knowledge, infrastructure and incentives to respond to the
major challenges listed below. Within five years the Strategy document
will have been reviewed and the learnings from the implementation of
this first set of strategies will provide critical input into a more
comprehensive Strategy document.

Creating the Right Environment will guide continuous improvement in
waste services, waste avoidance and resource recovery benchmarked
against best practice, and sets targets for waste reduction, resource
recovery and the diversion of waste from landfill. In order for the Strategy
to be achieved it is critical for it to focus on the major challenges as
priority areas for initial action.

Since that time, but especially with an increasing landfill levy, there has
been growing pressure, mainly on inert landfill operators, to accept
material that tests the border between what is inert waste and what is
putrescible waste because of a significant difference in respective disposal
costs. The policing of these acceptance rules is not adequately serviced
by the standard licensing compliance processes, as the frequency of

Regulatory challenges
The landfill licensing and classification system that came into effect in
Western Australia in 1995, and the associated waste acceptance criteria
which support it, have improved the consistency with which the
environmental impacts of waste are managed by way of regulation. With
the advent of the landfill levy in 1998, the licensing system also provided
the basis on which landfill levies were able to be imposed at relevant
landfill premises.

The Waste Authority is working to identify future land, buffer and
transport requirements for waste and recycling processing so that these
can be incorporated into the State planning framework. This work will
require a high degree of cooperation amongst a range of organisations if
a coherent plan is to be developed and implemented.

Access to land with appropriate buffers and transport links to allow the
efficient and effective processing of waste is difficult to secure on a
reliable basis and, as development across the State increases, this task
will only become more difficult. Services like power, water, transport and
sewerage face the same pressures but their requirements are already
incorporated into the State planning framework more effectively thus
allowing adequate sites and transport services for their long-term
development. The Waste Authority is working to achieve a similar level
of incorporation of waste needs into the State planning framework to be
considered as critical infrastructure if the industry is to meet the
challenges set by this Strategy.

Major Challenges facing Western Australia
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Western Australia’s resource recovery performance benchmarked against
other mainland States confirms that existing collection and processing
systems need to achieve improved performance in most areas. In addition,
new levels of service delivery will be required if we are to close the gap
with other jurisdictions. The efficiency and effectiveness of these existing

While the Perth Metropolitan Region contains approximately 65 per cent
of the State’s population, it accounts for almost 90 per cent of material
recovered from the waste stream. Increasing the proportion of materials
recovered from the waste stream in the non-metropolitan regions will call
for novel approaches especially where the market forces fail to deliver
sustainable service delivery.

Performance challenges
Western Australia faces unique challenges in managing waste in regional
and remote areas, especially in the north of the State where resource
development is placing unprecedented pressures on existing systems.
Transport, lack of infrastructure, access to markets and limited capacity to
generate funds for waste management are just some of the issues which
limit progress in these areas.

The regulatory framework in which landfills operate is due for review and
will need to be considered in light of the function it now performs for
implementing the landfill levy as well as how it supports the industry in
adhering to practices which provide an acceptable level of environmental
protection.

inspections has been developed based on the risk of direct environmental
impacts. Ensuring that acceptance criteria are consistently being
complied with is a significant undertaking in addition to the normal
licensing compliance process. It requires almost daily vigilance at about
30 landfills in and around the Perth metropolitan region along with
another 30 or so transfer stations and sorting facilities that send waste to
them.

Examples of market failures in managing wastes are often most marked
in rural and remote regions because of additional transport costs and the
lack of economies of scale. However, materials such as household

Markets take many of the costs and benefits of managing waste into
account and often provide incentives to reduce waste generation and
undertake recycling. But ‘market failures’ can result in these incentives not
being as strong as they should be.

Economic challenges
Well run landfills perform a vital function by accepting wastes which
cannot be recovered or recycled, thus reducing their direct impact on the
environment. Landfill also effectively competes with recovery and
recycling processes in a market environment. The cost of landfill in
Western Australia is relatively low compared to the cost of most recovery
and recycling operations, especially for wastes which can be disposed at
inert landfill sites. While the cost of landfill remains relatively low it will
undermine the economic viability of preferred uses, such as recycling and
hinder the achievement of the targets in this Strategy. If a viable industry,
able to recover an ever increasing proportion of the waste stream, is to be
successfully established in Western Australia, then the cost of landfill will
need to rise quite significantly. This must occur in a managed and staged
fashion so as not to disrupt orderly financial planning and the
management of existing contracts.

Diverting construction and demolition waste from landfill provides the
single most significant opportunity for the State to improve its recovery
performance. Over 50 per cent of waste to landfill is from this sector
and there are many established technologies and markets that are able to
process and utilise these materials.

and new systems will be critical to minimising overall costs to the
community and ensuring the viability of collection and processing into the
future.

Major Challenges facing Western Australia (continued)...
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Western Australia’s performance on recovering packaging waste and
minimising the impact of packaging litter needs to better meet
community expectations. Market failures again underpin the relatively

Direct financial support for the delivery of collection and processing
systems where the market has failed provides another means to improve
recovery rates and reduce the environmental impacts associated with
landfilling or inappropriate disposal. An example is the Waste Authority’s
support of household hazardous waste collections. About $10m has been
earmarked for these programs over the next four years but, as this waste
stream is growing, the provision of direct financial support on an
ongoing basis is not a viable option if the funds from the Waste
Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account are to be available to initiate
work in other areas.

Product stewardship approaches attempt to share waste management
costs across the life cycle of products so that improved collection and
processing is more viable. This type of approach is critical to resolving
the long-term viability of managing these types of products. Many of the
products mentioned above operate in a national market and lend
themselves to management through national approaches. However,
circumstances have arisen in the past, and are likely to do so in the future,
when remedial action at the State level is required. The Waste Avoidance
and Resource Recovery Act 2007 provides some regulatory mechanisms
to encourage or require action on products at a State level where effective
systems are deemed not to be in place. To date these mechanisms have
not been tested.

hazardous wastes, packaging wastes, tyres, used motor oils, electronic
wastes and products containing hazardous substances, as well as
materials that can cause management problems - like mattresses and
crushed glass left over from materials recovery facility operations - are
examples of market failures in the Perth Metropolitan Region as well.

It will be essential to undertake communications, engagement and
education programs to ensure that industry, community, and
government entities are aware of the role they can play in promoting
sustainable waste avoidance behaviour change. Linking awareness with
access to the necessary information and infrastructure and removal of the
barriers for behaviour change is a complex and difficult task.
Benchmarking of attitudes and current practice and ongoing
measurement against the benchmarks will also be critical to assess the
effectiveness of strategies and identify where additional work is required.

Communication and Promotion challenges
Embarking on a decade of behaviour change to reduce the generation
of waste, increase the proportion of waste recovered as resources, and
reduce the amount landfilled is a significant task but one that is essential
if the State is to move towards a more sustainable approach to managing
waste. Western Australia had the highest waste generation rate in the
country at over 2.6 tonnes per capita in 2008-9, and about 3.5 tonnes
per capita in 2009-10.  Unless this pattern of waste generation is changed
an increasing tonnage of waste will continue to go to landfill, even if the
proportion of waste recovered increases.

A lack of sufficient investment and regulation by successive State
Governments has hindered progress on tackling the increasing waste
volumes generated by a rapidly growing population and strong growth
in the Western Australian economy. This Strategy relies on turning this
situation around and securing long-term funding and commitment to
creating the right environment in which the targets in this and future
Strategies can be realised.

poor performance in recovering these materials, especially outside the
Perth Metropolitan Region.
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Communicate messages for behaviour change and promote its
adoption, and acknowledge the success of individuals and
organisations that act in accord with the aims and principles in the
Strategy and assist in its implementation.

Western Australian Waste Strategy - March 2012

The Strategy will build on existing programs and initiatives such as the
Regional Funding Program, Household Hazardous Waste Program, Data
Program, Waste Awards, Strategic Waste Initiatives and Community
Grants Schemes and well as strategic partnerships, to refocus the efforts
of all those involved in managing Western Australia’s waste.

5.
		
		
		

4. Use existing economic instruments to assist the financial viability of
		 actions that divert waste from landfill and recover it as a resource.

3. Develop best practice guidelines, measures and reporting frame
		 works and promote their adoption.

2. Enhance regulatory services to ensure consistent performance is
		 achieved at landfills, transfer stations and processing facilities.

1. Initiate and maintain long-term planning for waste and recycling
		 processing, and ensure access to suitably located land with buffers
		 sufficient to cater for the State’s waste management needs.

In response to these major challenges the Strategy will focus on five key
strategic objectives:

Many organisations and individuals are making significant contributions
to the State’s waste performance every day of every year. Much of this
work goes unnoticed or unrewarded. The Waste Authority believes that
showcasing the actions of individuals and organisations and sharing case
studies of successful actions can act as a powerful catalyst and incentive
for action by others and may play an important role in areas where
financial and regulatory approaches alone are not leading to behaviour
change.

Major Challenges facing Western Australia (continued)...
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The Authority will work within the State planning and environmental
approval systems with the aim of enabling access to well located land for
the full range of waste facilities for the next 30-40 years and, where
necessary, will seek and support the acquisition of land in public
ownership for this purpose and make it available on a leasehold basis to
public and private entities across the State. The Authority considers that
funds from the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account can
provide a valuable contribution to securing publicly owned sites necessary
for this to be achieved.

Providing access to enough sites in the Perth Metropolitan, Peel and
Greater Bunbury regions and other areas of the State for the processing
of significant additional quantities of construction and demolition waste
will be a high priority for the Waste Authority as it is expected that the
amount of material recovered will more than double by 2015.

Enabling access to sufficient land for waste management facilities, in the
right place by the right time, including appropriate buffers and access to
transport networks, to meet industry needs is critical to the success of this
Strategy. In order to cater for this need a long-term plan outlining the
number and types of facilities that are likely to be required, their optimum
location and access to transport networks along with trends in the
generation of waste and the change in waste stream composition is
required. Such a plan can only be developed with the cooperation of
organisations that will require access to such sites in the future if it is to
properly respond to the needs of the State.

1 a. Conduct research and gather information required to understand the
long-term planning and land use requirements of the waste management
industry in the State.

Initiate and maintain long-term planning for waste
and recycling processing, and enable access to suitably
located land with buffers sufficient to cater for the
State’s waste management needs.

Incentive strategies
1 g. Make necessary strategic sites across the State available for the
establishment of waste and recycling processing facilities on a commercial
leasehold basis.

1 f. Increase inspection and compliance at waste and recycling facilities to
ensure environmental and social values are protected.

1 e. Provide funding support for the public purchase of strategic sites
and buffers throughout the State in consultation and association with the
Western Australian Planning Commission.

Infrastructure strategies

1 d. Develop and maintain a public register of sites identified for waste
and recycling facilities in the State.

1 c. Develop and maintain a State Waste and Recycling Infrastructure
Plan and promote the inclusion of its requirements into the State planning
framework.

1 b. Identify the availability of public and privately owned sites suitable
for waste and recycling facilities through the planning system.

Knowledge strategies

Strategic objective 1.

Strategic Objectives and Strategies
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Regulations may be made for extended producer responsibility scheme
operating under the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007.
No extended producer responsibility schemes are currently in operation in this State. The Waste Authority must include in its business plan
each year a priority statement with respect to any extended producer
responsibility schemes the Waste Authority proposes to recommend for
implementation and operation under the regulations.

Regulatory changes at inert landfills are a particular priority and options
including calculating levies using weight (tonnes) rather than volume
would require the installation of weighbridges at all sites where the
landfill levy applies.

Existing regulation of wastes ensures that basic environmental and health
values are protected. To provide services that support more consistent
performance throughout the landfill, transfer and processing industry will
require more vigilant inspection and compliance regimes to ensure that
the costs of compliance are equally impacted on all players. It is vital that
appropriate regulatory approaches are maintained to support a truly
competitive playing field so an organisation is not disadvantaged by
adhering to appropriate standards when a competitor does not adopt
compliant practices. Increased oversight of landfills, transfer stations and
processing facilities will be an important part of moving waste management to best practice standing and supporting those organisations that
invest for improved performance.

Enhance regulatory services to ensure consistent performance is achieved at landfills, transfer stations and
processing facilities.

Strategic objective 2.

Incentive strategies
2 f. Develop, maintain and implement enforcement procedures that allow
the timely and effective application of regulatory provisions.

2 e. Promote the provision of product stewardship plan approvals or
the development of extended producer responsibility schemes under the
Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 as required.

Infrastructure strategies
2 d. Establish a dedicated inspection and compliance team, funded from
the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account, to provide targeted
enforcement activity at landfills and waste and processing sites over and
above that already undertaken for standard licence compliance.

2 c. Develop product specifications to better define recycled products
made from wastes to support their application in relevant circumstances.

2 b. Develop best practice guidelines for processing activities such as
transfer stations, material recovery facilities and crushing and screening
operations.

Knowledge strategies
2 a. Support a review into, and provide recommendations on, the existing
landfill regulatory framework, waste acceptance criteria and best practice
guidelines for landfills.

Strategic Objectives and Strategies (continued)
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Significant work is required to determine a set of best practice outcomes
for the variety of collection and processing services that operate
throughout the State for construction and demolition, municipal and
commercial and industrial wastes. This will involve building on existing
data collection and interpretation work in an open manner to identify
appropriate measures, yields and systems which tend to deliver best
practice outcomes.

Once measures have been developed there is a need to identify the values
for those measures that represent best practice. Yield may be identified
as a measure that will be used but then there is a need to determine what
value of the yield measure will represent a benchmark for best
practice. This is probably best done by identifying high performing
systems amongst local ones, or reference systems in other jurisdictions,
being mindful of the context in which they operate (urban, rural,
household size etc).

Defining best practice requires the identification of measures that
inform best practice outcomes, such as cost per household for a collection
service, or the yield of recyclables per household per week, or the
percentage of products recovered as a proportion of those sold in the case
of a product stewardship scheme.

Best practice is a dynamic concept – one which accommodates ongoing
change in how things are done. While best practice may suggest at a
given time and place, a ‘best way’ of doing things, it must allow for this
‘best way’ to be replaced by other methods as technology and procedures
improve and circumstances change. In this sense the notion of best
practice assumes the operation of continuous improvement.

Develop best practice guidelines, measures and
reporting frameworks and promote their adoption.

Strategic objective 3.

The Waste Authority recognises the need for coordination and
cooperation amongst local governments, regional local governments and
regional groupings and will be relying on communities serviced by local
governments to improve their performance against best practice
outcomes relevant to their local circumstances.

The Waste Authority will focus on working with local government and
industry service providers to promote source separation and develop
collection and processing capacity that delivers best practice outcomes.
Construction and demolition waste makes up more than half the material
going to landfill. If the targets in the Strategy are to be met there will be
a need for significant investment in best practice facilities and the Waste
Authority will consider incentives for the establishment of these and other
critical infrastructure.

Strategic Objectives and Strategies (continued)
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3 i. Tie funding from the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery
Account to the establishment of infrastructure and systems that achieve
best practice outcomes for collection and processing.

3 h. Provide funding support for programs to assist with the collection of
problematic wastes.

3 g. Provide funding support to encourage the adoption of systems that
achieve best practice outcomes.

3 f. Fund trials of systems that achieve best practice outcomes to
determine their applicability to WA.

Incentive strategies

3 e. Increase capacity of reprocessing infrastructure that supports best
practice collection approaches by providing financial incentives for the
establishment of processing facilities.

Infrastructure strategies

3 d. Develop criteria for determining priority products for product
stewardship actions and publish a list of priority products in the annual
business plan.

3 c. Develop recommendations for, and publish information on, best
practice outcomes relevant to local circumstances in Western Australia
and promote the adoption of systems that achieve those outcomes.

3 b. Review best practice systems and outcomes for collection, processing
and product stewardship in other jurisdictions and countries.

3 a. Gather data, and analyse and distribute information on local high
performing collection, processing and product stewardship systems for
use in case studies / business cases for best practice outcomes.

Knowledge strategies

Pics: Top: Fitzgerald River National Park; Bottom: Baobab trees, Kununurra;©Tourism Western Australia
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Application of levy funds from the Waste Avoidance and Resource
Recovery Account provides a more focused method for the Waste
Authority to stimulate actions which contribute directly to achieving the
targets set out in this Strategy. The Waste Authority has identified a need
to place a much greater emphasis on the link between funds provided
from the account and the delivery of tonnes diverted from landfill that
contribute to targets. The Waste Authority also recognises that, with a
limited pool of funding, investment in infrastructure is a more viable longterm strategy rather than subsidising ongoing operating costs.

Of course, the landfill levy is additional to the underlying or operational
cost of landfill. At putrescible landfills the levy is approximately one-third
of the total cost of landfilling. The underlying cost is generally
increasing as landfill airspace and proximity to waste generators become
more limited and carbon related initiatives are introduced. Nevertheless,
the cost of landfill is still well below most alternatives such as composting
and alternative waste treatment. While the low cost of landfill
continues to undermine investment in alternatives, the Strategy will not
deliver on its targets. For this reason, the Waste Authority has identified
that ensuring the full cost of landfill is reflected in gate fees is
fundamental to driving major reform in the waste area.

The landfill levy is a key economic instrument designed to make
alternatives to landfill more viable by increasing the cost of landfill
disposal and to provide funding for waste and environmental programs.
The 300 per cent increase in the landfill levy in 2010 has seen improved
recovery performance and decreased use of landfill.

Use existing economic instruments to support the financial
viability of actions that divert waste from landfill and recover it as a resource.

Strategic objective 4.

The relationship between landfill price increases and the reduction in
waste to landfill — that is, how much and how quickly landfill disposal
responds to price changes — is not well understood and is impacted by
many factors which are difficult to tease apart. The Waste Authority
will undertake work during and beyond the term of this Strategy to gain
a better understanding of how increases in landfill costs are related to
reductions in waste to landfill. This will provide the basis for the Waste

Ensuring that landfill disposal is not a financially preferable option for an
increasing proportion of the waste stream will be critical to the long-term
success of this Strategy. Without sufficient financial incentives to drive
change and underpin the activities of those investing in alternatives to
landfill, the Waste Strategy is likely to face significant hurdles in driving
change. The Waste Authority will investigate and provide
recommendations to Government on the staged increase in the landfill
levy required to support the achievement of this objective. This will
include consideration of levies in terms of total landfill costs, carbon
pricing initiatives and the requirement for additional funds raised by the
landfill levy to be returned to waste initiatives.

The Authority will continue to support the abatement of litter by
contributing to the implementation of the Keep Australia Beautiful
Council litter strategy as amended from time to time.

Western Australia is a signatory to the Australian Packaging Covenant and
provides funding along with industry for programs that target packaging
waste. The Waste Authority will provide recommendations to
Government for increasing the amount of packaging waste that is
diverted from landfill through recycling. The Waste Authority will review
the reliance on the Australian Packaging Covenant as the primary
mechanism for managing the impacts of packaging waste in Western
Australia in light of ongoing poor recovery of packaging waste in rural
and remote areas of the State.

Strategic Objectives and Strategies (continued)
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Incentive strategies
4 c. Apply funds in the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Account
to actions that directly contribute to achieving the Strategy targets.

Infrastructure strategies
4 b. Establish a five-year plan for the application of landfill levies.

4 a. Undertake economic assessments to determine the relationship
between increased landfill costs and reductions in waste to landfill to
inform the Waste Authority’s recommendations on landfill levy rates that
best support the achievement of the targets in the Strategy.

Knowledge strategies

Authority’s advice to government on the price of landfill that is most likely
to support the achievement of the Strategy targets.

Pics: Upper: Canoeists, Irwin River, Dongara; Lower: East Mount Barren, Fitzgerald National Park; ©Tourism Western Australia
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Many members of the public who are relatively easily involved in reducing
their waste outputs have likely already been touched by local government
and industry programs and education initiatives. Exactly what motivates
and inhibits sustained waste avoidance behaviours across the full
spectrum of the community is not well understood in a Western
Australian context and much work will need to be done to determine the
most effective ways to influence attitudes and behaviours to reduce the
amount of waste produced per capita in this State. This will be a longterm task and the Waste Authority has recognised that this
investment will take time to realise change. However, this work will
provide an opportunity to set targets in the next version of the Strategy

A critical task for Creating the Right Environment will be to not only
generate the traction needed to engage not only with those public and
private organisations that are involved in the day-to-day management
of waste, but also to start work on engaging the wider community in
understanding the implications of consumption on the generation of
waste and the role they can play in reducing their waste. Consultations in
the lead up to the development of this Strategy consistently emphasised
the need for a much higher profile on communication and engagement
in the Authority’s Strategy. The early focus of this Strategy will be to work
through existing and new recycling and recovery activities that engage the
public, and to investigate with key players the options available to use this
relationship to pursue actions which actively reduce the amount of waste
produced in our communities.

Communicate messages for behaviour change and
promote its adoption, and acknowledge the success of
individuals and organisations that act in accord with
the aims and principles in the Strategy and assist in its
implementation.

Strategic objective 5.

Changing the behaviours of enough individuals and communities to
register a significant change to the Statewide generation, recovery or
landfilling of waste will likely take many years. Meanwhile, it is vitally
important to recognise the work of individuals and organisations that
are leading the way by their actions. By showcasing the excellent work
undertaken by individuals, local governments (individually or in groups),
community groups, industry groups, State agencies and private companies
the Waste Authority will create an environment where waste avoidance,
recovery and reduced landfilling behaviour is acknowledged, celebrated
and rewarded with the aim of making it mainstream. The use of
construction and demolition materials in road building is an example
where improved information and knowledge need to be translated into
action to realise a significant opportunity for the State. The Waste
Authority will work with State and local government to promote this
translation into action.

that have a reasonable chance of being achieved as they will be based on
a much better understanding of the quantum of work required to convert
behaviour change into tangible outcomes.

Strategic Objectives and Strategies (continued)
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5 f. Use reporting provisions in the Waste Avoidance and Resource
Recovery Act 2007 to determine state and local government and private
organisations compliance with the Strategy and assist in highlighting their
performance on waste management.

5 e. Develop and support programs and initiatives, including awards,
that acknowledge, celebrate and reward excellence in waste avoidance,
resource recovery and reduced landfilling behaviours and outcomes and
that contribute to the implementation of this Strategy.

Incentive strategies

5 d. Develop, promote and make available case studies on recycling and
waste avoidance techniques and systems that achieve excellence.

5 c. Continue to support the development and delivery of green
procurement programs that drive better outcomes for waste
management.

Infrastructure strategies

5 b. Identify excellent waste avoidance, resource recovery and reduced
landfill performance amongst organisations and individuals.

5 a. Identify opportunities to bring about sustained waste avoidance
behaviour change together with those key players involved in the delivery
of information, education and waste services to the community.

Knowledge strategies
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65% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection in
the metropolitan region by 30 June 2020

30% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection
in major regional centres by 30 June 2015 (non-metropolitan
region recovery in 2009/10 was 15%)

50% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection in
major regional centres by 30 June 2020

•
		

•
		
		

•
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50% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection in
the metropolitan region by 30 June 2015 (metropolitan region
recovery in 2009/10 was 36%)

•
		
		

Municipal Solid Waste Sector Targets

The information provided for the three sectors listed is consistent with
that prepared for national waste reporting purposes. Over time this may
need to change to stay aligned with national reporting requirements.

Diversion rates in these targets are calculated by dividing the amount of
recycling or recovery by the sum of the amount of material landfilled plus
the amount of recycling or recovery.

Strategy targets for Western Australia have been set with regard to
known performance in the three sectors listed below in 2009/10. Recent
landfill levy increase impacts are likely to continue to see these rates
improve gradually for some time without any specific further
interventions. Western Australia’s resource recovery performance
benchmarked against other mainland States confirms that the
performance of our existing collection and processing system needs to
improve. In addition, new levels of service delivery will be required if we
are to close this gap in performance when compared to other
jurisdictions.

Targets

75% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection
across the State by 30 June 2020

•
		

55% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection
across the State by 30 June 2015 (Statewide recovery in 2009/10
was 46%)
70% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection
across the State by 30 June 2020

•
		
		
•
		

Commercial and Industrial Waste Sector Targets

60% diversion from landfill of material presented for collection
across the State by 30 June 2015 (Statewide recovery in 2009/10
was 29%)

•
		
		

Construction and Demolition Waste Sector Targets

Those areas to be considered major regional centres are still subject to
agreement. The proposal at this stage is that the regional targets would
apply to Avon, Greater Bunbury, Albany, Geraldton, Kalgoorlie, Karratha,
Peel and Busselton.
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Metropolitan
Region
36%
51%
39%

Estimated
waste generation
1,560,734
664,977
2,156,440
5,371,450
9,753,601

Estimated
waste generation
1,413,604
602,290
1,953,154
4,865,088
8,834,137

Waste
generation
1,287,506
548,563
1,778,925
4,431,104
8,046,098

Estimated recovery
@ 2020 targets
1,014,477
332,488
1,509,508
4,028,588
6,885,061

Estimated recovery
@ 2015 targets
706,802
180,687
1,074,235
2,919,053
4,880,777

Recovery
462,167
84,310
811,266
1,295,327
2,653,070

Estimated landfill
@ 2020 targets
546,257
332,488
646,932
1,342,863
2,868,540

Estimated landfill
@ 2015 targets
706,802
421,603
878,919
1,946,035
3,953,360

Landfill (est)
825,339
464,253
967,659
3,135,777
5,393,028

State
30%
46%
29%

Increased recovery
over 2009/10
552,310
248,178
698,242
2,733,261
4,231,991

Increased recovery
over 2009/10
244,635
96,377
262,969
1,623,726
2,227,707

All data in tonnes. Assumes constant waste generation rate of 3.5 tonnes per capita; 2% per annum population increase across the state; waste generation equals the
sum of waste landfilled and recovered. (Based on extrapolation of figures provided in Recycling Activity in Western Australia 2009-10, Hyder Consulting Pty Ltd.)

MSW (Metro region)
MSW (Non-Metro region)
C&I (whole state)
C&D (whole state)
Total

2019/20

MSW (Metro region)
MSW (Non-Metro region)
C&I (whole state)
C&D (whole state)
Total

2014/15

MSW (Metro region)
MSW (Non-Metro region)
C&I (whole state)
C&D (whole state)
Total

2009/10

Implications of meeting targets in 2015 and 2020

Non Metropolitan
Region
15%
33%
3%

Waste Recovery Rates by Sector and Region 2009/10*

*Recycling Activity in Western Australia 2009-10, Hyder Consulting Pty Ltd.

Municipal Solid Waste (MSW)
Commercial and Industrial Waste (C&I)
Construction and Demolition Waste (C&D)

Diversion rates in 2009/10
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Programs to be undertaken each year including a brief description
of the intended activities and outcomes.
A Waste Authority policy for the application of funds.
The budget for each program area.
Success indicators for each program area.
The five-year funding outlook for the program areas.
A priority statement on extended producer responsibility schemes
to be pursued under section 47 of the WARR Act.

Western Australian Waste Strategy - March 2012

1.
		
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
		

The Waste Authority’s five-year rolling Business Plan prepared under
Division 2, Part 4 of the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act
2007 (WAARR Act) will set out actions and initiatives consistent with the Waste
Strategy. The Business Plan will be reviewed and updated on an annual
basis. The Business Plan will include:

Implementing the Waste Strategy

Pics: Top:Harding River Dam; bottom: Woolleen Station ©Tourism Western Australia
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Actions or approaches which result in the reduced generation of waste.
Solid waste that is disposed of to landfill, incinerated or destroyed without energy recovery, or is unrecovered litter.

A set of processes (including biological) that converts solid waste into useful materials or products, net of
contaminants/residuals disposed.

Solid waste recycled or recovered for energy, net of contaminants/residuals disposed to landfill.

Involves recovering value from a discarded resource in its original state without reprocessing or remanufacture.
Solid waste recycled and recovered for energy (net of contamination/residuals) as a proportion of waste generation.

Waste products and materials that are ‘spadeable’.

Waste avoidance
Disposal

Recycling

Recovery; Resource Recovery

Reuse
Recovery rate

Solid waste

Where a term in this Strategy is defined in any of the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Act 2007 (WA), the Waste Avoidance and Resource
Recovery Regulations 2008 (WA), the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery Levy Act 2007 (WA) or the Waste Avoidance and Resource Recovery
Levy Regulations 2008 (WA), that definition shall apply for the purposes of this Strategy.

The sum of products and materials that are recycled, recovered for energy or disposed to landfill.

Waste generation

Glossary

EMRC
Ordinary Meeting of Council 19 April 2012 Ref: COMMITTEES-13603
Technical Advisory Committee 5 April 2012 Ref: COMMITTEES-13916

9.2

CITY OF BAYSWATER AGREEMENT FOR THE DISPOSAL OF GREENWASTE
REFERENCE: COMMITTEES-13954

PURPOSE OF REPORT
The purpose of the report is to seek Council’s approval to extend the term of the Agreement for the Disposal
of Greenwaste that exists between the Council and the City of Bayswater for a six month period.
KEY ISSUES AND RECOMMENDATION(S)
•

The agreement between the City of Bayswater and Council for the disposal of greenwaste expires
on 30 June 2012.

•

As the City’s collection contracts expire on 31 D ecember 2012 a r equest to extend the current
disposal agreement until that date has been received.

•

The current agreement provides for the term of the agreement to be extended if the Council and the
City agree.

Recommendation(s)
That the term of the City of Bayswater and EMRC Agreement for the Disposal of Greenwaste be extended
by six (6) months to 31 December 2012.

SOURCE OF REPORT
Director Waste Services
BACKGROUND
The City of Bayswater provides its residents with a 240 litre mobile garbage bin (MGB) for greenwaste that is
collected fortnightly and delivered to Red Hill for processing into a compost/soil amendment.
Since 1998 there have been agreements in place detailing the obligations and responsibilities of both parties.
The most recent Agreement for the Disposal of Greenwaste expires on 30 June 2012.
REPORT
Advice has been received that the City of Bayswater’s collection contracts are due to expire on 31 December
2012 and that, as part of the collection tender process, it would be advantageous for the term of the disposal
agreement to align with the term of the collection contract.
As a new agreement would be under the same terms and c ondition, other than some changes to the
minimum purchase amount to more accurately reflect the City of Bayswater’s actual requirement and t he
EMRC’s capacity to blend the material produced with other material, the extension to 31 D ecember 2012
does not impact on the EMRC’s operations at Red Hill.
As and when a new agreement is to be developed there would be greater clarity with regards to the Carbon
Price that can be incorporated into the new agreement.
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Item 9.2 continued
STRATEGIC/POLICY IMPLICATIONS
Nil
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
Nil
SUSTAINABILITY IMPLICATIONS
Nil
MEMBER COUNCIL IMPLICATIONS
Member Council

Implication Details

Town of Bassendean

Nil

City of Bayswater

Allows the greenwaste collection and disposal arrangement to be aligned.

City of Belmont
Shire of Kalamunda
Shire of Mundaring

Nil

City of Swan
ATTACHMENT(S)
Nil
VOTING REQUIREMENT
Simple Majority
RECOMMENDATION(S)
That the term of the City of Bayswater and EMRC Agreement for the Disposal of Greenwaste be extended
by six (6) months to 31 December 2012.
TAC RECOMMENDATION(S)
MOVED MR PURDY

SECONDED MR PEARSON

That the term of the City of Bayswater and EMRC Agreement for the Disposal of Greenwaste be extended
by six (6) months to 31 December 2012.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
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9.3

ITEMS CONTAINED IN THE INFORMATION BULLETIN
REFERENCE: COMMITTEES-13927

The following items are included in the Information Bulletin, which accompanies the Agenda.
1.

WASTE MANAGEMENT SERVICES
1.1

RECOVERED RESOURCES – NEW PRODUCTS DEVELOPMENT (Ref: Committees-13931)

RECOMMENDATION
That the Information Bulletin be noted.
TAC RESOLUTION(S)
MOVED MR PURDY

SECONDED MR PEARSON

THAT THE INFORMATION BULLETIN BE NOTED.
CARRIED UNANIMOUSLY
Mr Davidson entered the meeting at 4.05pm.
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10

CONFIDENTIAL MATTERS FOR WHICH THE MEETING MAY BE CLOSED TO THE PUBLIC

Nil
11

GENERAL BUSINESS

The Director Waste Services advised that a letter from the Minister for Environment; Water had been received
by MWAC regarding the Landfill Levy and that there were no plans to increase the levy for 2012/2013.
12

FUTURE MEETINGS OF THE TECHNICAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The next meeting of the Technical Advisory Committee will be held on Thursday 10 May 2012 (if required)
st
at the EMRC Administration Office, 1 Floor, Ascot Place, 226 Great Eastern Highway, Belmont WA 6104
commencing at 4.00 pm.
Future Meetings 2012
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
Thursday
13

10
7
5
9
6
4
22

May (if required)
June
July (if required)
August
September (if required)
October
November (if required)

at
at
at
at
at
at
at

EMRC Administration Office
EMRC Administration Office
EMRC Administration Office
EMRC Administration Office
EMRC Administration Office
EMRC Administration Office
Red Hill Waste Management Facility

DECLARATION OF CLOSURE OF MEETING

There being no further business, the Chairman declared the meeting closed at 4.08pm.
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